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TERRIE WILSON

LETTER FROM THE CHAIR

Greetings Midstates members!
We’ve just wrapped up a major milestone – hosting the
50th annual conference for ARLIS/NA! This was a huge
undertaking, involving countless hours of preparation and
numerous volunteers. I want to acknowledge conference
co-chairs Cara List and Jamie Lausch Vander Broek for
their hard work, and there are so many others in our
chapter who contributed in many ways, including helping
with local arrangements, tours, workshops, fundraising,
and social media – it truly was a team effort to pull off not
only the annual conference, but this particularly special
50th anniversary event. Congratulations to all who were
involved, and a shout out to all the sponsors, presenters,
and vendors who help make a memorable conference
experience. I would be remiss if I didn’t mention McKenna
Management for the assistance they provided, too. So
much work has gone on over the past few years in
preparation for the conference, and now we can relax and
look forward to the 2023 conference in Mexico City!
What is next for Midstates? Our chapter website will be
moving to ARLIS/NA Commons soon, and if you haven’t
explored the Commons, you should check it out! Annual
elections for chapter officers will be held earlier this year,
sometime around July or August, to allow for a smoother
transition in leadership. If you are interested in running for
a position, watch for expressions of interest to go out on
the listserv. Looking ahead a bit further, we will begin
planning for the fall business meeting. If you have ideas to
share for programming to coincide with the meeting,
please get in touch!
I look forward to working with many of you during my
term as chapter chair. Please do not hesitate to reach out
to me with your thoughts or ideas on ways to keep our
chapter vibrant, inclusive, and engaging!
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Spring 2022 Meeting Record
MINUTES BY SECRETARY/TREASURER BECCA PAD

While in-person meetings are becoming
more common, our Spring 2022 meeting
was held virtually. This flexibility allowed
increased attendance, with many
members present for the briefing.
Introductions were commenced by Terrie
Wilson, Midstates Chapter President.
Once the Spring 2022 meeting minutes
were approved, Becca Pad updated the
group on The Bunce Travel Award balance
and current membership count. As of
March 25th, there are 56 members in good
standing.
This update was followed by briefing on
The Art and Special Collections Librarians
Panel. The virtual panel had 40 attendees,
both local and national participants.
Mackenzie Salisbury thanked Rebecca
Fitzsimmons and Stephanie Fletcher for
help with the event. Followed was an
update on the Now What Unconference, a
collaborative event for professional
development.

Next, Mackenzie Salisbury provided an
update on the sponsored student
membership initiative for individuals
participating in the ARLIS/NA Midstates
Mentoring Program. Funding for an
ARLIS/NA annual membership is available
to students participating in the mentoring
program. Funds for this initiative will come
from The Bunce Travel Award money.
ARLIS/NA Midstates members approved a
motion for the student membership
award.
The new leadership cycle was then
discussed. Mackenzie Salisbury reported
that the leadership transition needs to
remain on the January calendar cycle,
creating alignment with ARLIS/NA. The
ARLIS/NA Midstates Bylaws list July 1st as
the beginning of a new election cycle.
ARLIS/NA Midstates Leadership will follow
the Bylaws to hold elections over the
summer, providing new leadership with a
longer onboarding period.

The Art and Design school library staff
organized the conference, providing an
opportunity to discuss the post-pandemic
information needs of art students.
Organizers used the platform Gather to
host the event.
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Excitement was brewing as the ARLIS/NA
2022 conference approached. Conference
Co-chairs reflected that it will be the first
in-person conference since the COVID
outbreak. Stephanie Fletcher, as
Conference Development Chair, informed
the group that the development team
raised over sixty thousand dollars—a
tremendous outcome for the society.
Thank you to the ARLIS/NA Midstates
chapter for donating.
Jamie Vander Broek spoke on a few
programs offered at the conference. One
example of the panels referenced is,
“Preserving Photographic Glass Plates:
Conservation and Access in the Digital
Age”. An exciting update was revealed that
attendees will also receive free admission
to the Art Institute of Chicago through
conference dates.
Next, Cara List highlighted some available
workshops at the conference, such as
“Comics with Jeffery Brown” and
“Collaborative Letterpress Broadside”.
Workshops are available for both
professional and creative exploration.
Emilee Mathews shared that there will be
a one-day exhibit of ARLIS/NA archival
materials. Emilee is also creating a zine
specifically to accompany the event.
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More Midstates members followed with their
contributions. Carol Ng-He created a local
guide for conference attendees with
restaurant, cafe, and family-friendly
suggestions. Melanie Emerson discussed the
expansive variety of tours available at the
conference, including library tours. Alexis
Burton followed with an overview of the
Welcome Party, as well as alerting the group
that for many attendees, the conference will
be their first in-person conference event.

Marsha Stevenson talked on
coordinating the registration and hospitality
desk. Sarah Carter announced that the
hashtag #ARLISNA2022 can be used for
conference promotion and documentation.
Finally, Patricia Gimenez reported that the
Strategic Planning Committee planned an
interactive session providing ARLIS/NA
members an opportunity to participate in
developing the ARLIS/NA mission, vision, and
values.
Cara List discussed the land
acknowledgement prepared for opening
reception. Members discussed that land
acknowledgments within ARLIS/NA are an
evolving issue to be further improved.
Midstates members were reminded to vote
for the new membership category for library
staff. Gabrielle Frigo snapped a photo of the
Zoom call to be used for the Spring 2022
Newsletter cover. The meeting concluded
with a land acknowledgement.
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Gabrielle Frigo
instated as
Newsletter Editor

Terrie Wilson
instated as
Chapter President
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NEWS & UPDATES

Commons Open
Repository Exchange
(CORE) becomes the
new platform for
mailing lists

ARLIS MIDSTATES 50TH ANNUAL
CONFERENCE
The 50th Anniversary of ARLIS/NA was a
momentous oppurtunity to connect with
colleagues, learn more on pressing matters
within librarianship and beyond, and celebrate
a major milestone for the society. The
conference was held at The Hyatt Regency
Chicago, with workshops and tours through
the Oriental Institute Museum, Edith
Farnsworth House and more.
The conference held a wealth of knowledge
and resources for participants to explore, such
as the tour of The Jean and Steven Goldman
Study Center. This year's conference included
four excellent keynote speakers: Tempestt
Hazel, Carol Ross Barney, Susan Benjamin, and
Michealangelo Sabatino. Biographies of the
speakers can be found here:
https://www.arlisna.org/news/speakers.
Greg Baise and Alexis Burson composed two
playlists for the event, "Convocation Party at the
Museum of Contemporary Art" and "Welcome
Party/50th Anniversary Celebration at Chicago
Cultural Center". These playlists can be enjoyed
in full on Soundcloud, Spotify, and YouTube.
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Welcome Party

Chicago Cultural Center

Welcome Party Attendees

Chicago Cultural Center

Welcome Party Attendees

Please visit the
ARLIS/NA Flickr page
for the full collection

Welcome Party Presenters
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Photographs by Enki Andrews

Convocation Reception

Viewing

Museum of Contemporary Art

Viewing

Check out
#ARLISNA2022 on
social media for more!

Museum of Contemporary Art
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Photographs by Enki Andrews

Convocation Awards & Ceremony

Carol Ross Barney, Keynote Speaker

Sam Regal, Gerd Muehsam Award

Mark Pompelia, Keynote Speaker

Amy Trendler, Karina Wilhelm
Louis Adrean, Distinguished Service Award Honoree
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Photographs by Enki Andrews

Tours, Exhibits & Workshops

Exhibits Hall

Monadnock Building Tour

Exhibits Hall

Roger Brown Study Collection Tour

Diversity Forum: Black Lunch Table
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Photographs by Enki Andrews

Poetry Foundation Tour

School of the Art Institute of Chicago Tour

“Who Were We? Where Did We Go? Voices from the Early Years of the Society.” (left to
right: Betty Jo Kish Irvine, Carol Terry, Janis Ekdahl, Sherman Clarke, Milan Hughston)

Thank You for an incredible 50 years of ARLIS/NA!
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Photographs by Enki Andrews

Conference Reflection
Post-Conference Reflection and Gratitude
Carol Ng-He, Digital Collections Curator, Center for the Art of East Asia,
University of Chicago
I presented a paper titled Building a Transnational
Database for the Dispersed Chinese Art Digitization
Project as part of the “Beyond the Classroom:
Developing Image Databases for Research” session
sponsored by the Visual Resources Division at the
ARLIS/NA annual conference. It was truly a remarkable
experience and great honor to present alongside other
experienced visual resources professionals who took
us through the process and results of the image
collection management systems. In this earliest
morning session (which started at 8:30am), it was
incredibly encouraging to see 45 enthusiastic people
who showed up! A comment that was shared with us
after the event: “it was the most informative session I
attended at this year’s conference!”
This year's conference was extraordinarily meaningful
to me. Not only because it was hosted in my home city,
but it also was my first time attending the ARLIS/NA
conference in person that allowed me to have unique
bonding time with others in both spontaneous and
deep ways. Over the last year, I had the pleasure to
serve on the Local Arrangement Subcommittee as the
Local Guide Editor and work with other amazing,
dedicated volunteers. Thank you to those who
contributed to making the conference a success,
especially during the time of uncertainty due to COVID.
I feel very fortunate to celebrate ARLIS/NA’s 50th
anniversary with many of you.
Photo caption: (from left to right) Yuki Hibben,
Senior Curator, Special Collections and Archives at
Virginia Commonwealth University Libraries,
and Carol Ng-He, standing in front of the ARLIS/NA
conference banner.

Thank you, Carol Ng-He, for your contribution!
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Volunteer Recognition
Thank you to our Midstates colleagues who
volunteered their time and expertise before,
during, and after the Chicago conference!

Greg Baise
Alexis Burson
Sarah Carter
Melanie Emerson
Stephanie Fletcher
Larissa Garcia
Leigh Gates
Heather Koopmans
Amelia Licavoli
Cara List

Carol Ng-He
Alex O’Keefe
Becca Pad
Rebecca Price
Mackenzie Salisbury
Anna Simon
Marsha Stevenson
Amy Trendler
Jamie Vander Broek
Terrie Wilson
Emilee Matthews

Your hard work is invaluable
to our success!
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William Bunce Travel Award
Recipient Statement
Becca Pad, Library Director, College for Creative Studies

The 2022 Annual Conference was an opportunity to
The conference had several lighting talk sessions,
reconnect with colleagues and catch up on current
providing an opportunity to hear about new projects
projects across the field. As a member of the
and initiatives. Two lightning talks that stood out were
conference program committee, it was great to see
Creating Community via Ingenious and Mainstream
session proposals come to life and hear about the
Assessment Methods by Sara Quimby and Shoshana
dynamic work happening at other institutions. The
Vegh-Gaynor, and Toward a More Inclusive Materials
Bunce Travel Award helped make my visit to Chicago
Library by Siobhan McKissic. Quimby and Veghpossible, as my institution continues to limit
Gaynor discussed the cyclical nature of indigenous
professional development funding due to the impact of
assessment methods used at the Institute of
the pandemic. Some of the highlights from my
American Indian Arts. Indigenous assessment
conference visit included the following sessions and
methods empower community members to come
presentations.
together to evaluate work, emphasizing that
knowledge-sharing is not an individual practice but a
The session Confronting the Myth of Neutrality:
community entity. In their presentation, McKissic
Addressing Bias and Inclusion in Cataloging and
provided recommendations for creating an inclusive
Classification in Art Libraries provided valuable insights
materials library. They discussed prioritizing BIPOC
into the complex issues with Library of Congress (LOC)
companies and creators when purchasing new
call numbers and subject headings. Stefanie Hilles’s
samples and considering the accessibility of the
presentation discussed strategies for balancing the
physical collection and space.
demands of a one-shot instruction session with the

importance of educating students on the biases of the
These are just a few of the insightful talks presented
LOC system. Kim Ross’s presentation provided an
at the conference this year. Upon my return to my
overview of the Indigenous Peoples Subject Headings
institution, I shared new ideas for our material
project, an important tool to help catalogers use
collection, instruction practices, and print and digital
preferred terminology when describing indigenous
peoples, places, and objects. Treshani Perera shared collections with the library staff. It was great to meet in
findings from original research on the work of
person after several years of virtual programming. I
description specialists and their involvement with
look forward to connecting with colleagues this fall at
inclusive cataloging practices. Having a session with
the Midstates Chapter meeting.
perspectives from technical services and instruction
librarians demonstrated the multifaceted approach
libraries can take to combat bias in cataloging.

Thank you, Becca Pad, for your contribution!
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New Member Spotlight
Marilyn Creswell is a cultural heritage
enthusiast based in Ann Arbor,
Michigan. She has worked for the
Peggy Notebeart Nature Museum,
Encyclopedia Britannica, the Library of
Congress, and is currently with the
University of Michigan Law Library.
Marilyn earned a BA from Pomona
College, a professional studies
certificate of Museum Studies from
Northwestern University, and an MS in
Library and Information Science from
the University of Illinois. She is also a
member of the American Library
Association, the Society of American
Archivists, and the Caxton Club.

Q: What is your current
profession?
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A: I work for the University
of Michigan Law Library as
an Information Resources
Assistant Intermediate,
which means I get to know
the collections and their
organization intimately.
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Q: What are three
things you feel hopeful
for this year?

A: I am hopeful that the lessons learned in this
pandemic will stick even as we (again, hopefully)
get to enjoy a safe reopening. Professionally, I hope
this looks like maintaining wide, virtual audiences
and supporting remote staff while also making inperson options safe and available. Again on a largescale, I hope that the chaotic national and global
events we’re facing today lead people to seek
healing, joy, and inspiration from the arts.
On a more personal level, I just moved to a new city
for a new job, so I am hopeful that I’ll make
meaningful new connections and use this change as
a way to reinvigorate my involvement with remote
networks, too. Thankfully, the pandemic has
already made it easier to stay connected without
being face-to-face!

A: I think as people transition to having more of their
information needs met from the comfort of their own
homes, libraries as places will continue to serve as
bastions of inspiration, connection, and renewal. I think
libraries will continue to be reliable sources of
information and librarians teachers of information
literacy, but with a more democratized or decentralized
way of storing and retaining information beyond (but
still including) bookshelves. What we think of as
“information resources” is already changing to include
works beyond paper. I think it may evolve to include not
only videos, art, and tool or seed libraries, but also the
people who host events, visit, or work in them. I am very
passionate about privacy, so I also hope that libraries
can continue to be a safe place to practice intellectual
freedom, be connected, and just exist without having to
worry about technology tracking our every move, even
as those tools become increasingly pervasive.

Q: What are your thoughts
on the future of libraries?
Also, the potentialities of
libraries and information
management?

Thank you Marilyn Creswell for your participation
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FINANCIALS
MIDSTATES CHAPTER ACCOUNT BALANCE

November 2nd, 2021

$2960. 53
$55.00 Membership Dues (Paypal)
$-4.37 Paypal Fees
$620.00 Membership Dues (Checks
from ARLIS/NA)
$-500.00 ARLIS/NA Chicago
Conference Donation

March 25th, 2022

$3131.16

Bunce Travel Award
$1063.95

November 2nd, 2021
March 22nd, 2022

$-599.00 Bunce Travel Award

$464.95

March 25th, 2022

Membership
AS OF MARCH 25TH, 2022 ARLIS/NA MIDSTATES
CHAPTER HAS 56 MEMBERS IN GOOD STANDING.

Submitted on 3/25/22 by Secretary/Treasurer Becca Pad
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